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La mythologie du vampire en Roumanie 1981
an illuminating contribution to scholarship on the vampire figure slavic review even before bram stoker immortalized transylvania as the homeland of his fictional count dracula the
figure of the vampire was inextricably tied to eastern europe in the popular imagination drawing on a wealth of previously neglected sources this book offers a fascinating account of
how vampires whose various incarnations originally emerged from folk traditions from all over the world became so strongly identified with eastern europe it demonstrates that the
modern conception of the vampire was born in the crucible of the enlightenment embodying a mysterious eastern otherness that stood opposed to western rationality from the prologue
from original sin to eternal life for a broad contemporary public the vampire has become a star a media sensation from hollywood bestselling authors such as bram stoker anne rice and
stephenie meyer continue to fire the imaginations of young and old alike and bloodsuckers have achieved immortality through films like dracula interview with a vampireand twilight it
is no wonder that in the teenage bedrooms of our globalized world vampires even steal the show from harry potter they have long since been assigned individual personalities and
treated with sympathy they may possess superhuman powers but they are also burdened by their immortality and have to learn to come to terms with their craving for blood whereas
the southeast european vampire discovered in the 1730s underwent an americanization and domestication in the media landscape of the twentieth century the creole zombies that first
became known through the cheap novels and horror films of the 1920s still continue to serve as brainless horror figures do bloodsuckers really exist and should we really be afraid of
the dead these are the questions that i seek to tackle following the wishes of my daughter who was ten when i started this project

The Vampire 2019-09-01
vampires are the most fearsome and fascinating of all creatures of folklore for the first time detailed accounts of the vampire and how its tradition developed in different cultures are
gathered in one volume by eminent folklorist alan dundes eleven leading scholars from the fields of slavic studies history anthropology and psychiatry unearth the true nature of the
vampire from its birth in graveyard lore to the modern day psychiatric patient with a penchant for drinking blood the vampire a casebook takes this legend out of the realm of literature
and film and back to its dark beginnings in folk traditions the essays examine the history of the word vampire romanian vampires greek vampires serbian vampires the physical
attributes of vampires the killing of vampires and the possible psychoanalytic underpinnings of vampires much more than simply a scary creature of the human imagination the vampire
has been and continues to haunt the lives of all those who encounter it in reality or in fiction

The Vampire 1998-10-15
authentic vampire tales exist in transylvanian folklore yet the transylvanian vampire is nothing like the bloodthirsty count of bram stoker s imagination or the romantic hero of popular
fiction the romanian tradition reflects the norms of peasant life and wisdom embedded in age old communities this book consists of 21 narratives developed from brief accounts
recorded by local anthropologists and historians from the late 19th and early 20th centuries the goal is to capture the major themes found in the existing sources the book also includes
translations of 17 brief folk stories about vlad Ţepeş known as dracula contrary to the prevailing fictive image these stories portray vlad as a wise although strict ruler and a proud
defender of his country s autonomy an introduction discusses the transylvanian village and its rich folk traditions making explicit the comparison to the historic and to the fictional
dracula
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Were-wolf and Vampire in Romania 1982
a look at the forgotten ancestors of the modern day vampire many of which have very different characteristics looks at the many ancestoral forms of the modern vampire including
shroud eaters appesarts and stafi presents evidence for the reality of this phenomenon from pre 19th century newspaper articles and judicial records of all forms taken by the undead
the vampire wields the most powerful pull on the modern imagination but the countless movies and books inspired by this child of the night who has a predilection for human blood are
based on incidents recorded as fact in newspapers and judicial archives in the centuries preceding the works of bram stoker and other writers digging through these forgotten records
claude lecouteux unearths a very different figure of the vampire in the many accounts of individuals who reportedly would return from their graves to attack the living these ancestors
of the modern vampire were not all blood suckers they included shroud eaters appesarts nightmares and the curious figure of the stafia whose origin is a result of masons secretly
interring the shadow of a living human being in the wall of a building under construction as lecouteux shows the belief in vampires predates ancient roman times which abounded with
lamia stirges and ghouls discarding the tacked together explanations of modern science for these inexplicable phenomena the author looks back to another folk belief that has come
down through the centuries like that of the undead the existence of multiple souls in every individual not all of which are able to move on to the next world after death

Transylvanian Vampires 2014-02-26
all of the essays in this volume create new takes on old traditions bloody mary in the mirror is an expedition into psychoanalytic folklore techniques and constitutes a giant step towards
realizing the potential freud s work promises for folklore studies book jacket

The Secret History of Vampires 2010-02-01
authentic vampire tales exist in transylvanian folklore yet the transylvanian vampire is nothing like the bloodthirsty count of bram stoker s imagination or the romantic hero of popular
fiction the romanian tradition reflects the norms of peasant life and wisdom embedded in age old communities this book consists of 21 narratives developed from brief accounts
recorded by local anthropologists and historians from the late 19th and early 20th centuries the goal is to capture the major themes found in the existing sources the book also includes
translations of 17 brief folk stories about vlad Ţepeş known as dracula contrary to the prevailing fictive image these stories portray vlad as a wise although strict ruler and a proud
defender of his country s autonomy an introduction discusses the transylvanian village and its rich folk traditions making explicit the comparison to the historic and to the fictional
dracula

Bloody Mary in the Mirror 2002-05-22
dracula le prince des vampires de transylvanie était selon le romancier bram stoker la réincarnation d un prince du xve siècle où finit l histoire où commence le roman ce personnage a
bel et bien existé son nom vlad iii dit aussi l empaleur 1429 30 1476 prince de valachie la roumanie il oscille entre piété et cruauté esprit chevaleresque et trahison entre finesse
politique et brutalité un personnage complexe évoluant dans un monde pervers et déséquilibré tour à tour bourreau pour ses ennemis et victime de la première campagne utilisant la
toute nouvelle machine à imprimer 1463 1488 vlad l empaleur s inscrit dans la longue lignée des mal aimés de l histoire cette première biographie historique de dracula dévoile les
multiples interprétations qui ont été faites de cette figure du xve siècle voïévode pour les historiens tyran sanguinaire pour ceux qui ont manipulé son image au gré des intérêts
politiques du temps vampire romantique enfin pour les écrivains et les cinéastes bref le héros de la lutte contre les ottomans l empaleur et ses détracteurs le vampire et le monde des
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ténèbres sa longévité et l intérêt qu il suscite encore aujourd hui fournissent la preuve que dracula est un mythe fondateur de la conscience humaine la vie après la mort outre de
nombreux documents d époque livrés dans leur intégralité on trouvera en fin d ouvrage la version complète et jamais rééditée depuis 1878 du roman dont s est inspiré bram stoker
pour son dracula le capitaine vampire

Transylvanian Vampires 2014-02-28
a blood soaked epic of the real life vlad the impaler s transformation into the vampire dracula part historical fiction part horror fantasy this graphic novel is brought to you by writer
mark sable the dark graveyard of empires unthinkable and artist salgood sam dream life therefore repent sea of red collects the original digital series dracula son of the dragon

Dracula 2004
from the earliest days of oral history to the present the vampire myth persists among mankind s deeply rooted fears this encyclopedia with entries ranging from abchanchu to zmeus
includes nearly 600 different species of historical and mythological vampires fully described and detailed

Dracula: Son of the Dragon 2021-11-09
this companion to the wildly popular hbo series true blood is at once an introductory guide to the first two seasons of the vampire saga and a treasure trove for the legions of true
believers who follow the show created by alan ball the oscar winning writer of american beauty and creator of hbo s cult ensemble sensation six feet under true blood surpassed the
sopranos as the largest ever audience for a cable show at more than 12 4 million viewers a week it has revitalized the career of oscar winner anna paquin and has introduced
international audiences to stephen moyer alexander skarsgård and ryan kwanten and an extensive award winning cast exclusive interviews in depth biographies of cast members an
episode guide and behind the scenes anecdotes flesh out the fictional characters as well as the actors who inhabit the roles some of the underlying themes of the series such as the
politics of race sexuality and gender are explored and chapters on paranormal phenomena and the literary and cinematic histories of vampires are also included in addition this analysis
offers an introduction to author charlaine harris whose popular sookie stackhouse novels were the inspiration for the television series as well as a discussion of the role of the fan base
and social media in the phenomenal rise of this television sensation

Encyclopedia of Vampire Mythology 2012-06-21
women in the ottoman balkans were founders of pious endowments organizers of labour and conspicuous consumers of western luxury goods they were lovers wives castaways
divorcees widows the subjects of ballads and the narrators of folk tales victims of communal oppression and protectors of their communities against supernatural forces in their daily
lives they experienced oppression and self denial in the face of frequently unsympathetic local customs but also empowerment self affirmation and acculturation this volume not only
deepens our understanding of the distinctive contributions that women have made to balkan history but also re evaluates this through a more inclusive and interdisciplinary analysis in
which gender takes its place alongside other categories such as class culture religion ethnicity and nationhood this original and stimulating examination of the lives of muslim christian
and jewish women in southeastern europe during the centuries of ottoman rule focuses especially on those social relations that crossed ethnic and confessional intercommunal
boundaries
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Truly, Madly, Deadly 2010-12-15
cazacu s dracula offers the most authoritative scholarly biography of vlad iii the impaler d 1476 including how his imagery evolved from contemporary to modern times

Women in the Ottoman Balkans 2007-09-26
first published in 2005 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Dracula 2017-07-10
choice outstanding academic title sicily was among one of the first areas settled during the greek colonization movement making its cemeteries a popular area of study for scholars of
the classical world yet these studies have often considered human remains and burial customs separately in this seminal work carrie sulosky weaver synthesizes skeletal material and
ritual data to reconstruct the burial customs demographic trends state of health and ancestry of kamarina a city state in sicily using evidence from 258 recovered graves from the passo
marinaro necropolis sulosky weaver suggests that kamarineans whose cultural practices were an amalgamation of both greek and indigenous customs were closely linked to their
counterparts in neighboring greek cities the orientations of the graves positions of the bodies and the types of items buried with the dead including greek pottery demonstrate that
kamarineans were full participants in the mortuary traditions of sicilian greeks likewise cranial traits resemble those found among other sicilian greeks interestingly evidence of cranial
surgery magic and necrophobic activities also appeared in passo marinaro graves another example of how greek culture influenced the city an overabundance of young adult skeletal
remains combined with the presence of cranial trauma and a variety of pathological conditions indicates the kamarineans may have been exposed to one or more disruptive events
such as prolonged wars and epidemic outbreaks despite the tumultuous nature of the times the resulting portrait reveals that kamarina was a place where individuals of diverse
ethnicities and ancestries were united in life and death by shared culture and funerary practices

Vampire In Europe 2013-10-28
a la nuit tombée fermez bien vos fenêtres accrochez une gousse d ail à votre porte et armez vous de courage les vampires rôdent dans ces treize histoires de la roumanie au japon les
revenants ont le même dessein hanter les vivants et les transformer en vampire à leur tour aussi effrayants que fascinants ils sont prêts à tout pour retrouver l être aimé ou assouvir
leur vengeance une terreur inexprimable m envahit me paralysant complètement et je voyais la forme plutôt l être innommable et ses yeux clignotants s approcher de plus en plus près

The Bioarchaeology of Classical Kamarina 2015-09-23
initialement thèse de doctorat le vampirisme au fil des siècles est devenu un ouvrage critique explorant le mythe du vampire avec sérieux mais aussi décontraction afin de le faire
redécouvrir sous un jour nouveau à un large public composé tant de connaisseurs que des curieux qui s y pencheraient pour la première fois le voyage commence par l évolution de la
figure vampirique dans l histoire des croyances et le folklore de tous pays de manière fouillée et non dénuée d humour pour laisser ensuite place à des interprétations et des
explorations inédites d ouvrages incontournables de la littérature fantastique et vampirique tels dracula de bram stocker ou lestat de le vampire d anne rice mais aussi de nombreux
autres textes souvent évoqués mais rarement disséqués on y verra aussi comment le vampire trouve un écho et même un miroir à travers des œuvres parodiques gothiques ou
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décadentes la ville vampire de paul féval le mystère d udolphe d ann radcliffe le portrait de dorian gray d oscar wilde et a rebours de huysmans qui prennent ici une saveur toute
nouvelle et revivent sous les analyses de l auteur le cinéma est abordé à travers les films les plus marquants du genre qui parle de l intérêt d une vision en parallèle des romans et de
leurs avatars à l écran la peinture et le dessin les lectures sociologiques et les médias contemporains comme la publicité et la télévision font l objet de la dernière partie de l ouvrage le
tout est accompagné de portrait de vampires célèbres réalisés par l auteur ainsi que de photographies prises au cours de certains de ses voyages

13 histoires de vampires 2011-08-24
dialoguiste pour la série tv insatiable meena harper possède un don elle prédit la mort des gens ce qui lui permet de sauver la vie de certains d entre eux son rêve de devenir rédactrice
en chef de la série se voit réduit à néant quand la place est donnée à sa rivale shoshona manquant de se faire dévorer par des chauves souris meena est sauvée par lucien antonescu le
prince des ténèbres venu à new york mettre fin à une série de meurtres impliquant certains de ses sujets lorsque meena l apprend il est trop tard elle est déjà amoureuse partagée
entre le doute et l épouvante elle est forcée de se rendre à l évidence quand elle se retrouve impliquée dans une véritable guerre de clans

Le vampire au fil des siècles 2005
a dark rural tale of superstition that ends on the battlefields of the somme

Subject Catalog 1982
shamanic practices and techniques of healing throughout the world are explored in 40 essays by anthropologists artists art historians educators historians of religion philosophers and
psychologists

Le capitaine Vampire 1879
highlights the films books and legends that have contributed to the fascination of dracula

Balkanistica 2009
la constitution et l évolution du mythe du vampire qui s épanouira au xixe siècle dans le très célèbre et romantique dracula de bram stoker puis connaîtra jusqu à nos jours d
innombrables versions littéraires et cinématographiques editions imago fr

Insatiable 2011-05-04
biting nonfiction about the creatures readers have found irresistible ever since bram stoker s dracula authoritative chilling and complete lust for blood is a hypnotic popularly written
history of vampires from their most ancient predations all over the world up to and including 20th century cases in america and in europe revealing the various forms of vampires and
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their character it also spells out the traditional methods men and women have used to protect themselves against the creatures of the night and how both clergy and laity have worked
to destroy them this book surveys not only the famous cases such as that of countess báthory the vampire lady of the carpathians but details even more gripping tales of the undead
and interviews actual modern american vampires people obsessed by their own lust for blood back cover

The Vampire of Ropraz 2009-04-01
provides an overview of the people beliefs traditions and history of transylvania and examines the area s folklore

Proceedings of the Fifth International Conference on the Study of Shamanism and Alternate Modes of
Healing 1989
december 1999 marks the 10th anniversary of the overthrow and execution of rumanian strong man nicolae ceausescu the only communist dictator to be violently overthrown during
the 1989 91 fall of east european communism controversy persists to this day as to whether it was a spontaneous revolution or a coup engineered by his own securitate secret police
vampire nation is set three years before le déluge amid the societal degeneration that led to ceausescu s downfall the year is 1986 a young american henry willoughby flies to
communist rumania on business while in flight he is inadvertently served vampire blood sensitizing his eyes and revealing a nation of vampires and contrary to their darkly romantic
image these vampires are ugly slothful paranoid and vicious henry only wants to return home on the next flight but when he unwittingly espies two classified maps he has no choice but
to run soon he is buttonholed by the countess anya amasovich a deadly russian beauty who might be an unreconstructed tsarist or a cia assassin or a kgb vampire she agrees to help
him escape rumania for a price she intends to his blood memory of the maps to locate and assassinate rumanian dictator nicolae ceausescu pursued by militia and securitate vampires
henry and anya s quest takes the reader on a surreal tour of ceausescu s rumania from the rubble of historic buildings razed to make way for ceausescu s boulevard of the victory of
socialism through the secret securitate tunnels beneath the city past trees painted green to reflect the bounty of communism and vampire sycophants who insist ceausescu invented
sliced bread through hospitals where healthy legs are amputated in error past angry ghosts and beggar ghouls past playboy first son nicu ceausescu s presidential palace blood orgies
to the snagov lake tomb of the historic dracula bordering the lakefront estate of nicolae ceausescu himself vampire nation is extensively researched drawing from both the author s
historical readings and his childhood visits to communist transylvania where he still has relatives the author s short story vampire nation was published in horrors 365 scary stories
barnes noble books 1998 that story now serves as prologue to the novel vampire nation the novel was a finalist in the 1998 99 writer s foundation america s best contest

The Truth about Dracula 1972
le diable a toujours suscité la peur et la fascination de nos jours il connaît un intérêt croissant et inquiétant avec la multiplication des sectes sataniques son image de plus en plus
présente à la télévision en musique et au cinéma le diable est partout et semble être plus présent que jamais dans notre quotidien et plus il est présent plus il est banalisé moins l on
croit en lui et moins l on peut alors lutter contre lui ce traité part du principe que le diable et les démons sont des entités réelles douées d intelligence qui ont la capacité d interagir
avec l homme et de l influencer se basant sur de nombreuses recherches sur les écrits d occultistes et d exorcistes il dresse une hiérarchie démoniaque la plus complète possible et
donne une liste exhaustive des démons avec leurs fonctions leur apparence leur histoire leurs façons d agir et de tenter les humains ainsi si nous savons comment ils agissent dans
notre monde nous pouvons les reconnaître et mieux les combattre ou les repousser cet ouvrage sérieux veut clarifier le discours démonologique et montrer que le diable n est pas une
notion abstraite mais qu il est bien présent dans notre monde le combat pour lutter contre lui contre son influence est avant tout spirituel seconde version revue et corrigée
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Histoire des vampires 2014-11-20
the greek church at one time taught that the bodies of persons upon whom the ban of excommunication had been passed did not undergo decomposition after death until such
sentence had been revoked by the pronouncement of absolution over the remains and that while the bodies remained in this uncorrupted condition the spirits of the individuals
wandered up and down the earth seeking sustenance from the blood of the living the non corruption of a body however was also held to be one of the proofs of sanctity but in this case
the body preserved its natural colour and gave an agreeable odour whereas the bodies of the excommunicated generally turned black swelled out like a drum and emitted an offensive
smell very frequently however when the graves of suspected vampires were opened the faces were found to be of ruddy complexion and the veins distended with blood which when
opened with a lancet yielded a supply of blood as plentiful fresh and free as that found in the veins of young and healthy living human beings for many centuries in the history of greek
christianity there was scarcely a village that had not its own local vampire stories which were related by the inhabitants and vouched for by them as having either occurred within their
own knowledge or been related to them by their parents or relatives as having come within their personal observation or been verified by them

Lust for Blood 1990-07

The Vampire 1965

La Roumanie 2007

The Vampire in Europe 1968

Transylvania 2011-01-15

Vampire Nation 2000-02

Vampire Lore 2006
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The Vampire in Europe 1963

The True Story of a Vampire 1989-01-01

Dictionnaire de dŽmonologie occidentale 2018-06-28

Vampires and Vampirism 2022-06-07

Proceedings of the Seventh International Conference on the Study of Shamanism and Alternate Modes of
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